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ST . PAUL ’ S OUTS IDE THE WALLS

This volume examines one of Rome’s most influential churches: the principal
basilica dedicated to St. Paul. Nicola Camerlenghi traces nearly two thousand
years of physical transformations to the church, from before its construction in
the fourth century to its reconstruction following a fire in ƔƛƕƖ. By recounting
this long history, he restores the building to its rightful place as a central,
active participant in epochal political and religious shifts in Rome and across
Christendom, as well as a protagonist in Western art and architectural history.
Camerlenghi also examines how buildings in general trigger memories and
anchor meaning, and how and why buildings endure, evolve, and remain
relevant in cultural contexts far removed from the moment of their inception.
At its core, Saint Paul’s exemplifies the concept of building as a process, not a
product: a process deeply interlinked with religion, institutions, history, cultural
memory, and the arts. This study also includes state-of-the-art digital recon-
structions synthesizing a wealth of historical evidence to visualize and analyze
the earlier (now lost) stages of the building’s history, offering glimpses into
heretofore unexamined parts of its long, rich life.

Nicola Camerlenghi is Assistant Professor of Art History at Dartmouth College.
He is a native of Italy and Switzerland, and previously he was a fellow at the
Bibliotheca Hertziana and the Swiss Institute in Rome. His collaborative projects
in the digital humanities have been awarded grants from the Kress Foundation
and can be found at www.mappingrome.com. His website associated with the
Basilica of St. Paul’s can be found at https://Dartgo.org/virtualbasilica or
through the permanent URL https://nƕt.net/ark:/ƛƔƗƕƛ/vƛƔƘƜƖ.
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Ɨ.ƙ Reconstructed view of Pope Gregory II’s altar with its niched confessio
built atop the “PAULO APOSTOLOMART” slabs. Ɣƕƙ
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Ɨ.ƚ Pietro Ruga (etcher), Andrea Alippi (surveyor and designer),
detail of the bell tower but with late medieval additions to the
three uppermost stories, in Prospetto della Basilica di S. Paolo sulla
Via Ostiense, from N. M. Nicolai, Della basilica di S. Paolo, plate Ƙ,
etching, ƔƛƔƘ. Ɣƕƛ

Ɨ.ƛ Reconstructed view of Pope Leo III’s presbytery (ƛƔƘ) around
Pope Gregory II’s altar (by ƚƖƓ). ƔƕƜ

Ɨ.Ɯ Onofrio Panvinio, roughly sketched plan of St. Paul’s liturgical
furniture and other features, ink on paper, ca. ƔƘƙƓ. ƔƖƓ

Ɨ.ƔƓ Onofrio Panvinio, more refined plan of St. Paul’s liturgical
furniture and other features, ink on paper, ca. ƔƘƙƓ. ƔƖƓ

Ɨ.ƔƔ Reconstructed view of the apse, transept and presbytery, ca. ƛƔƘ. ƔƖƔ

Ɨ.Ɣƕ Map of the network of fortifications outside ninth-century Rome. ƔƖƘ

Ɨ.ƔƖ Giacomo Lauro, Ecclesia S. Pavli in Via Ostiensi, from Antiquae
urbis splendor, plate ƔƘƓ, engraving, ƔƙƔƕ. ƔƖƙ

Ɨ.ƔƗ Reconstructed view of the tomb of Pope John XIII (d. Ɯƚƕ). ƔƖƛ

Ƙ.Ɣ Map indicating many of the possessions of the Monastery of
St. Paul in north-central Lazio between ca. ƔƓƘƓ and Ɣƕƛƕ (left) and
between ƔƖƓƓ and ƔƘƓƓ (right). ƔƗƗ

Ƙ.ƕ Carlo Tabanelli, copy of the fragment of the Last Supper scene,
originally frescoed around ƔƓƚƓ in the monastery’s refectory,
watercolor, ƔƜƔƙ. ƔƗƙ

Ƙ.Ɩ Brass doors formerly on outward-facing main door of St. Paul’s, ƔƓƚƓ. ƔƗƚ

Ƙ.Ɨ Sarcophagus of Pietro di Leone of ancient origins, but reused in
ƔƔƕƛ and currently in the cloister. ƔƗƜ

Ƙ.Ƙ Giuseppe Mochetti (etcher), Andrea Alippi (surveyor), Carlo
Ruspi (designer), Confessione di S. Paolo, from N. M. Nicolai Della
basilica di S. Paolo, plate Ɯ, etching, ƔƛƔƘ. ƔƘƔ

Ƙ.ƙ Virginio Vespignani, sketch of the archaeological excavation east
of the main altar as seen from above while it was being dismantled
in ƔƛƖƛ. ƔƘƔ

Ƙ.ƚ Virginio Vespignani, sketch of the archaeological excavation east
of the main altar as seen from the dismantled open-air confessio. ƔƘƕ

Ƙ.ƛ Reconstructed view of the crypt (facing west) with the grate
enclosing the “mysterious sarcophagus” and an altar of
hypothetical appearance, ca. ƔƕƚƓ. ƔƘƖ

Ƙ.Ɯ Pietro Ruga (etcher), Andrea Alippi (surveyor), Carlo Ruspi
(designer), III. Spaccato della Basilica Ostiense sulla linea C,
from N. M. Nicolai Della basilica di S. Paolo, plate Ɨ, etching,
ƔƛƔƘ. ƔƘƗ

Ƙ.ƔƓ Plan of the area of the transept following the addition of the
transverse wall, ca. ƔƔƗƓ. ƔƘƗ
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Ƙ.ƔƔ Antonio Acquaroni, view from the apse following the fire,
preparatory watercolor for an etching, Ɩƚ.Ƙ � Ƙƚ.Ɩ cm, ƔƛƕƖ. ƔƘƘ

Ƙ.Ɣƕ Anonymous draftsman, view of the sarcophagus of the muses –
formerly along the chord of St. Paul’s apse – that still preserves
the lion base reported by Panvinio (as seen in its subsequent
location in Villa Mattei). ƔƘƚ

Ƙ.ƔƖ Reconstructed view of the central portion of the transept and
apse, following the insertion of the transverse wall and new apse
mosaic, but before the insertion of the ciborium by Arnolfo di
Cambio, ca. ƔƕƛƓ. ƔƘƛ

Ƙ.ƔƗ Frescoed chapterhouse of the monastery in its current guise,
previously called “Cappella di San Giuliano,” today a ticket office
for the cloister. ƔƙƓ

Ƙ.ƔƘ Reconstructed view from the nave with the Easter candelabrum
and the choir hypothetically modeled on the extant example at
San Clemente and some corner fragments still preserved in the
cloister at St. Paul’s, ca. ƔƕƕƓ. ƔƙƔ

Ƙ.Ɣƙ Nicola d’Angelo and Pietro Vassalletto, Easter candelabrum,
ca. ƔƔƜƓ. Ɣƙƕ

Ƙ.Ɣƚ Apse mosaic in its current guise, following the major nineteenth-
century restoration. ƔƙƖ

Ƙ.Ɣƛ Detail of etimasia motif in the apse, with the arma Christi, Abbot
Iohannes Gaetani, Adinulphus the sexton, and the five Holy
Innocents, restored but originally installed ƔƕƓƛ–ca. ƔƕƖƓ. ƔƙƘ

Ƙ.ƔƜ Cloister of St. Paul’s monastery, originally completed ƔƕƖƖ. Ɣƙƙ

Ƙ.ƕƓ Portrait of Pope Anacletus, fresco, Ɣƕƚƚ–ƔƕƛƓ. Ɣƙƚ

Ƙ.ƕƔ Arnolfo di Cambio, ciborium over the main altar and tomb of
St. Paul, originally installed ƔƕƛƘ. Ɣƙƛ

Ƙ.ƕƕ Detail of the donation scene on the ciborium with Abbot
Bartholomew (left) and St. Paul (right), ƔƕƛƘ. ƔƙƜ

Ƙ.ƕƖ Anonymous, copy of fresco of Sts. Peter and Paul and their
respective citadels with Abbot Bartholomew, watercolor, ƔƙƖƓs. ƔƚƓ

Ƙ.ƕƗ Reconstructed view of the triumphal arch including Abbot
Bartholomew’s pictures of Sts. Peter and Paul and a simplified
representation of the ciborium commissioned to Arnolfo di
Cambio in ƔƕƛƘ. ƔƚƔ

Ƙ.ƕƘ Anonymous, copy of the façade mosaic, watercolor, Ɩƛ � ƔƓƛ cm,
nineteenth century. ƔƚƖ

Ƙ.ƕƙ Anonymous, copy of the façade mosaic, red-chalk drawing on
paper, ƖƓ.Ɨ � Ɨƕ.Ɨ cm, seventeenth century. ƔƚƗ

Ƙ.ƕƚ Anonymous, mosaic icon of mother and child, first half of the
thirteenth century. Ɣƚƙ
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Ƙ.ƕƛ Giovanni Guerra and Cesare Nebbia, scene of Stational Mass at St
Paul’s, from the Salone Sistino of the Biblioteca Apostolica
Vaticana (now part of the Vatican Museums), ƔƘƛƛ–ƔƘƛƜ. Ɣƚƙ

Ƙ.ƕƜ Anonymous, sculpted crucifix, wood, ƔƖƔƓ. Ɣƚƚ

Ƙ.ƖƓ Anonymous, polychrome statue of St. Paul, wood, late thirteenth
or early fourteenth century. Ɣƚƛ

Ƙ.ƖƔ Paolo Romano, statue of Pope Boniface IX, marble, ca. ƔƗƓƓ. Ɣƚƛ

Ƙ.Ɩƕ Reconstructed view of the counter-façade, ca. ƔƗƓƓ. ƔƚƜ

ƙ.Ɣ Anonymous, copy of fresco of Paul Preaching in Jerusalem,
watercolor, ƔƙƖƓs. ƔƛƗ

ƙ.ƕ Anonymous, copy of fresco of Paul Preaching, watercolor, ƔƙƖƓs. ƔƛƘ

ƙ.Ɩ Plan (abbreviated) with altars and their dedications, ca. ƔƘƚƓ. Ɣƛƚ

ƙ.Ɨ Reconstructed liturgical arrangement of the transept and its
vicinity, ca. ƔƘƚƓ. Ɣƛƛ

ƙ.Ƙ A. Costa, Altare [of St. Luke] nella basilica di S. Paolo sulla Via
Ostiense, also known as the altar commissioned by Cardinal de
Pereriis, from Francesco Maria Tosi’sRaccolta di monumenti sacri e
sepolcrali, vol. Ɨ, plate ƔƔƙ, etching, ƗƗ.Ƙ � ƕƜ.ƕ cm, ƔƛƗƓs. ƔƜƓ

ƙ.ƙ Reconstructed liturgical arrangement of the transept and its
vicinity, ca. ƔƘƜƓ. ƔƜƗ

ƙ.ƚ Penel, Détails divers de la Basilique de St Paul, from Paul-Marie
Letarouilly’s Édifices de Rome Moderne, III, plate ƖƖƙ, lithograph,
ƖƖ.Ƙ � Ɨƕ.Ƙ cm, ƔƛƕƘ–Ɣƛƕƚ. ƔƜƗ

ƙ.ƛ Anonymous, suspended ceiling planned over the nave, drawing on
six glued sheets, ƔƖƚ � Ɩƚ.Ƙ cm, ƔƘƛƘ–ƔƘƜƓ. ƔƜƘ

ƙ.Ɯ Reconstructed view of the transept and presbytery with the open-
air confessio, statue of St. Bridget and the pair of new altars against
the transverse wall, ca. ƔƙƓƓ. ƔƜƚ

ƙ.ƔƓ Stefano Maderno, Statue of St. Bridget, marble, late ƔƘƜƓs. ƔƜƛ

ƙ.ƔƔ Reconstructed view “from Christ’s eyes” toward the open-air
confessio and statue of St. Bridget with niches for statues of female
saints along the transept wall, ca. ƔƙƘƓ. ƔƜƜ

ƙ.Ɣƕ Reconstructed view “from St. Bridget’s eyes” toward the altar of
the crucifix, ca. ƔƙƓƓ. ƕƓƔ

ƙ.ƔƖ Angelo Uggeri, Paralello [sic] istorico del abside Ostiense, rovina,
colored engraving, ƗƔ � ƕƜ cm, ƔƛƖƖ. ƕƓƕ

ƙ.ƔƗ Reconstructed view of the apse, ca. ƔƙƔƓ. ƕƓƖ

ƙ.ƔƘ Pietro Ruga (etcher), Andrea Alippi (surveyor), Carlo Ruspi
(designer), Spaccato della Basilica Ostiense sulla linea A.A., from
N. M. Nicolai, Della basilica di S. Paolo, plate ƕ, etching, ƔƛƔƘ. ƕƓƗ

ƙ.Ɣƙ Reconstructed view of the northeast side chapel in the transept
with altar and altarpiece of St. Benedict, ca. ƔƙƓƓ. ƕƓƗ
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ƙ.Ɣƚ Reconstructed view of the altars flanking the main entrance,
ca. ƔƙƓƓ. ƕƓƙ

ƙ.Ɣƛ Giuseppe Vasi, Basilica e Monasterio di S. Paolo fuori le mura, from
Delle Magnificenze di Roma antica e moderna, libro V, plate ƔƓƓ,
etching, ƕƔ.ƕ � Ɩƕ cm, ƔƚƙƗ. ƕƓƙ

ƙ.ƔƜ Matteo Greuter, S. Paolo Basilica sive templum divi Pauli in via
ostiensi, from Giovanni Maggi’s Le dieci basiliche del giubileo,
engraving, ƗƓ.Ƙ � ƘƘ cm, ƔƙƕƘ. ƕƓƚ

ƙ.ƕƓ Inscription currently below kneeling statue of St. Bridget (formerly
beneath her standing statue set against the triumphal arch wall), ƔƙƘƓ. ƕƓƜ

ƙ.ƕƔ Francesco Righi?, plan of St. Paul’s, graphite on paper, Ɨƙ.ƙ � ƕƕ.ƛ
[at apse], ƕƖ.ƕ cm [at atrium], ƔƙƘƗ. ƕƔƓ

ƙ.ƕƕ Carlo Rainaldi?, plan of St Paul’s, graphite under colored washes
on paper, ƔƖƜ.ƚ � ƖƜ [smallest width] � ƘƓ.ƚ cm [largest width],
ƔƙƘƗ. ƕƔƔ

ƙ.ƕƖ Carlo Rainaldi?, detail of Albertina AZ ƚƓƘ, top left of sheet with
chapels, candelabrum, and inscription north of the transept. ƕƔƕ

ƙ.ƕƗ Carlo Rainaldi?, detail of Albertina AZ ƚƓƘ with entrance portal,
curved lines, and compass point marks. ƕƔƖ

ƙ.ƕƘ Francesco Borromini (possibly reworked by Bernardo Castelli
Borromini), plan for major reconstruction of St. Paul’s, graphite
on paper, ƚƕ.ƙ � Ɨƙ.ƛ cm, ca. ƔƙƘƗ–ƔƙƘƘ. ƕƔƗ

ƙ.ƕƙ Anonymous, project to straighten the Tiber near St. Paul’s. ƕƔƙ

ƚ.Ɣ Giovanni Paolo Panini, Interior of the Church of San Paolo Fuori le
Mura, Rome, oil on canvas, ƚƗ � Ɯƛ cm, ca. ƔƚƘƓ. ƕƕƓ

ƚ.ƕ Giovanni Battista Piranesi, Spaccato interno della Basilica di
S. Paolo fuori delle Mura, from Vedute di Roma, plate Ɯ, etching,
ƗƔ � ƙƔ cm, ƔƚƗƛ–ƔƚƗƜ. ƕƕƔ

ƚ.Ɩ Girolamo Toma, Pianta della Basilica di S. Paolo ridotta in forma
moderna (winning proposal for the Concorso Clementino, second
class), pen and ink on paper, Ɨƙ.Ɯ � ƚƔ.ƛ cm, ƔƚƘƛ. ƕƕƕ

ƚ.Ɨ Girolamo Toma, Spaccato per longo della chiesa, portico e campanile
(winning proposal for the Concorso Clementino, second class),
pen and ink on paper, ƚƔ.ƙ � Ɨƙ.Ɨ cm, ƔƚƘƛ. ƕƕƖ

ƚ.Ƙ Giuseppe Mochetti (etcher), Andrea Alippi (surveyor), Carlo
Ruspi (designer), Mosaico del prospetto, from N. M. Nicolai, Della
basilica di S. Paolo, plate ƙ, etching, ƔƛƔƘ. ƕƕƗ

ƚ.ƙ Pietro Ruga (etcher), Andrea Alippi (surveyor), Carlo Ruspi
(designer), detail of II. Spaccato della Basilica Ostiense sulla linea B,
with eighteenth-century depiction of emperors flanking the
triumphal arch, from N. M. Nicolai, Della basilica di S. Paolo, plate
Ɩ, etching, ƔƛƔƘ. ƕƕƘ
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ƚ.ƚ Giovanni Michele Knapp, Veduta dell’interno della Basilica di
S. Paolo presa dalla tribuna, from C. C. T. Bunsen’s Die Basiliken
des Christlichen Roms nach ihrem Zusammenhange, pl. VI, etching,
ƖƖ.Ƙ � Ɨƙ.Ɨ cm, ƔƛƗƖ. ƕƕƚ

ƚ.ƛ Angelo Uggeri, In pristinum, with portrait of Pius VII atop the first
column, from Uggeri’s Della Basilica di S. Paolo sulla Via
Ostiense, final plate, engraving, ƕƚ.Ƙ � ƕƓ cm, ƔƛƕƖ. ƕƕƚ

ƚ.Ɯ Anonymous, detail of a survey of the sloped nave floor before and
after the nineteenth-century reconstruction, graphite and black
ink on paper, ƗƓ � ƘƗ cm, ƔƛƗƓs. ƕƕƛ

ƚ.ƔƓ Cloister of St. Paul’s with inscriptions formerly in the basilica. ƕƖƓ

ƚ.ƔƔ Antonio Acquaroni, detail with the candelabrum from a preparatory
watercolor for an etching, ƔƛƕƖ. ƕƖƔ

ƚ.Ɣƕ Francesco Barbazza (based on an unknown painting by G.P.
Panini), detail from Prospetto esteriore della basilica di S. Paolo sulla
Via Ostiense, from Francesco Panini’s Vedute delle quattro principali
basiliche, etching, ƔƚƚƘ. ƕƖƕ

ƚ.ƔƖ Pietro Ruga (etcher), Andrea Alippi (surveyor and designer),
Prospetto della Basilica di S. Paolo sulla Via Ostiense, from N. M.
Nicolai, Della basilica di S. Paolo, plate Ƙ, etching, ƔƛƔƘ. ƕƖƖ

ƚ.ƔƗ Reconstructed view of the eighteenth-century atrium and narthex,
ca. ƔƚƖƓ. ƕƖƗ

ƚ.ƔƘ Giuseppe Vasi, Veduta interna del portico avanti l’ingresso della
Basilica di S. Paolo, from Francesco Panini’s Vedute delle quattro
principali basiliche, etching, Ɨƚ � ƙƛ cm, ƔƚƚƘ. ƕƖƗ

ƚ.Ɣƙ Reconstructed view of the narthex with brass door, open Holy
Door with view of Pope John XIII’s tomb and with Pietro di
Leone’s sarcophagus, ca. ƔƚƘƓ. ƕƖƘ

ƚ.Ɣƚ Giovanni Battista Piranesi, Veduta della Basilica di S. Paolo fuor
delle mura, from Vedute di Roma, pl. ƛ, etching, Ɩƛ � ƙƔ cm, ƔƚƗƛ. ƕƖƙ

ƚ.Ɣƛ Giovanni Battista Piranesi, Veduta della Basilica di S. Paolo fuor
delle mura, from Vedute di Roma, pl. ƛ, etching, Ɩƛ � ƙƔ cm,
ƔƚƘƚ–ƔƚƘƛ. ƕƖƙ

ƚ.ƔƜ Interior view of the Chapel of the Crucifix. ƕƖƛ

ƚ.ƕƓ Pietro Ruga (etcher), Andrea Alippi (surveyor and designer),
detail of chapel of the Crucifix, from Pianta della Basilica di
S. Paolo sulla Via Ostiense, from N. M. Nicolai, Della basilica di
S. Paolo, plate Ɣ, etching, ƔƛƔƘ. ƕƖƜ

ƚ.ƕƔ Pietro Ruga (etcher), Andrea Alippi (surveyor and designer),
detail of the baptistery, from Pianta della Basilica di S. Paolo sulla
Via Ostiense, from N. M. Nicolai, Della basilica di S. Paolo, plate Ɣ,
etching, ƔƛƔƘ. ƕƗƓ
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ƚ.ƕƕ Nicola Salvi, section drawing of the proposal for St. Paul’s
baptistery, pen and brown ink, gray and yellow-pink wash on
heavy ivory paper, ƘƖ.Ɩ � ƖƜ cm, ca. Ɣƚƕƛ. ƕƗƓ

ƚ.ƕƖ Anonymous, view of the baptistery at St. Paul’s, graphite on heavy
paper, ƕƛ � ƕƕ cm, second half of eighteenth-century. ƕƗƔ

ƚ.ƕƗ Nicola Salvi and Antonio Arrighi, baptismal font originally from
St. Paul’s, now at Abbey of Morimondo (MI), marble, wood, and
bronze, Ɣƚƕƛ. ƕƗƔ

ƚ.ƕƘ Reconstructed view of the presbytery enclosure, bronze
decoration on the altar, and one of two imperial depictions
flanking the triumphal arch, ca. ƔƚƜƓ. ƕƗƕ

ƚ.ƕƙ Composite overlay of Albertina AZ ƚƓƘ (Carlo Rainaldi?) and the
plan of St Paul’s (by Andrea Alippi). ƕƗƖ

E.Ɣ Ascanio Conte di Brazzà, Incendio di S. Paolo, lithograph, ƕƘ.Ƙ �
ƖƓ cm, ƔƛƕƗ. ƕƗƚ

E.ƕ Antonio Sarti, Veduta interna degli avanzi dell’incendiata basilica di
S. Paolo, from Interni di varie chiese di Roma, in ƙ stampe, etching,
ƘƖ.Ƙ � ƚƓ cm, Ɣƛƕƚ. ƕƗƛ

E.Ɩ Léopold Louis Robert, interior of St. Paul’s after the fire, oil on
canvas, ƔƓƕ � ƛƕ.Ɨ cm, ƔƛƕƗ. ƕƗƜ

E.Ɨ Anonymous, Charles Bouton’s new diorama building in Paris with
his tableaux of St. Paul’s. ƕƘƓ

E.Ƙ Giuseppe Bianchi, Progetto della riedificazione della Chiesa di
S. Paolo di Giuseppe Valadier, from Giornale delle belle arti, anno I,
Tav. Ƙ, etching, ƖƔ.Ƙ � ƕƙ cm, ƔƛƖƓ. ƕƘƔ

E.ƙ Charles Vertray, River crossing by the French at St. Paul’s,
lithograph, ƔƛƗƜ. ƕƘƕ

E.ƚ Francesco Grandi, Solenne consacrazione dell’altare detto della
confessione nella basilica di S. Paolo . . . la nave traversa, ƔƛƗƓ. ƕƘƖ

E.ƛ Marina Docci, overlaid plans of old (red) and new (black) basilicas. ƕƘƗ

E.Ɯ Angelo Uggeri, Tavola chronologica e proposizione prima, graphite
black ink and wash on paper, ƖƜ � ƘƘ cm, Ɣƛƕƙ. ƕƘƘ

E.ƔƓ Pasquale Belli, Spaccato per lungo della Basilica di San Paolo sulla
linea A-B, pen and ink with watercolor, ƚƗ.Ɩ � ƔƓƖ.ƕ cm, ƔƛƖƓ. ƕƘƙ

E.ƔƔ D. G. Francesco, flooded nave at New St. Paul’s, early photograph,
December Ɣ, ƔƜƓƓ. ƕƘƚ

E.Ɣƕ Anonymous, Basilique de S. Paul, etching, ca. ƔƛƘƓ. Shows new
basilica (at rear) with the eighteenth-century façade still in place. ƕƘƛ

E.ƔƖ Luigi Poletti, elevation and section of façade / counter-façade,
drawing, graphite, black ink and two-toned wash, ƘƘ � ƚƚ cm, ƔƛƗƓs. ƕƘƛ

E.ƔƗ Anonymous, photograph of the façade before the completion of
the narthex and after ƔƛƚƘ. ƕƘƜ
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E.ƔƘ Contemporary view of the transept with a portion of mosaic
formerly from the façade. ƕƙƓ

E.Ɣƙ Pezzini, Chiostri d’Italia: nella Basilica di S. Paolo a Roma, photograph
of the cloister includes thin panels with figures on them (portions of
the detached nave frescos?), from “Le vie d’Italia,” XII, May ƔƜƖƗ. ƕƙƔ

E.Ɣƚ Postcard of the northern portico of the new basilica, probably first
quarter of the twentieth century. ƕƙƕ

E.Ɣƛ Inscribed column of Pope Siricius after being slimmed down,
topped by a new capital and moved to the northern portico. ƕƙƖ

E.ƔƜ Atrium of St. Paul’s, today. ƕƙƗ

E.ƕƓ Reconstructed view of the transept before the fire, ca. Ɣƛƕƕ. ƕƙƙ

E.ƕƔ View of the transept, as seen from a secret window in the
monastery’s night chapel. ƕƙƚ

A.Ɣ Detail of select structures that accumulated around the tomb of
St. Paul between ƗƓƗ and ƔƛƕƖ. ƕƚƔ

A.ƕ Annotated version of Virginio Vespignani’s drawing. Fondo
Lanciani, BIASA, MS Lanciani ƕ (“Vespignani’s Sketchbook”),
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